We point out how capacities (non-additive measures) can be used to provide explanations about the concept of bivariate ageing function. The latter had been introduced to describe the family of the level sets of a survival function and motivated the interest toward the concept of semi-copula.
Introduction
To the best of our knowledge, the term "semi-copula" was used for the first time in [5] , and arises in the field of reliability, more precisely in the study of bivariate notions of ageing [6, 8] . From a more analytical viewpoint, this concept was then studied in detail in [21, 20, 19] . Here, we should also mention that it also has appeared several times in the literature under different names, like t-seminorm [41] or conjunctor [12] .
Actually, semi-copulas are attracting a growing interest in the recent years, not only in reliability theory (see, for instance, [7, 22, 40] ), but also in fuzzy set theory and multi-valued logic, where they can be considered as natural (yet not necessarily associative) extensions of the classical Boolean conjunction (see, for instance, [18, 26] ), generalized measure theory [30] , and probabilistic metric spaces [36] .
In this paper, we come back to the (statistical) motivations that are at the origin of the investigations about semicopulas. These are essentially connected with properties of the families of level sets of distribution functions on R d + and with the concept of bivariate ageing function. The latter has been introduced as a tool for defining and investigating some bivariate notions of ageing for pair of exchangeable lifetimes [5, 8] , but it might actually be extended to provide convenient representations of the families of level sets of any continuous, symmetric, monotone function on R d + . In particular, after underlying the connections among semi-copulas and capacities (Section 2), we show how the bivariate ageing function can be associated in a natural way to some special capacities (distorted probabilities) (Section 3). In Section 4, finally, we will present a short discussion about possible developments of all these facts.
Relationships among capacities and semi-copulas
Here we present some results about capacities and the concept of semi-copula, as formalized in [21, 19] .
is increasing in each place with S(u) = u i for every u ∈ I d such that u j = 1 for every j ∈ {1, ... , d}, j i.
A prominent subclass of semi-copulas is the one formed by copulas, characterized by the property of being the restriction to I d of a probability distribution function of some vector (U 1 , ... , U d ) of random variables uniformly distributed on I (see [27, 34] and the references therein).
Based on the seminal paper [37] (see also [19] ), we show that the notion of semi-copula can be used in the description of the so-called capacities (see [11, 14, 15, 35] ). Definition 2.2. Let be a non-empty set and let A be a -algebra in the power set 2 . A mapping : A → I is called a capacity (sometimes also called fuzzy measure or monotone set function) if it is monotone, viz. ( A) (B) for all A ⊆ B, and normalized, namely (∅) = 0 and ( ) = 1.
In many fields of applied probability the interest is concentrated on vectors of non-negative random variables. This circumstance explains our specific attention on (probability) measures concentrated on R 
If is a probability measure, then F is the usual probability survival function (shortly, psf). For any sf F = F : R d + → I associated with a capacity and for every i ∈ {1, ... , d}, we denote by F i : R + → I the i-th marginal sf of F given by F i (x) = F( x), where x is a vector of R d + having all the components equal to 0 except for the i-th one that is equal to x. Note that, given a capacity with sf F, it holds that F i is the sf of i , the i-th projection of , usually called i-th marginal capacity of .
Any sf F = F associated with a capacity satisfies:
However, in general, F does not satisfy the n-increasing property [34] (and, so, it may not be a psf).
Conversely, each function F satisfying (a)-(c) can be used to construct a capacity whose sf is exactly F. But, contrary to the case of probability measures, such a capacity is not uniquely determined by F. For example, given an sf F, we can consider the capacity defined, for all Borel sets
On the other hand, any psf F can be used for constructing a probability measure
, where V F is the F-volume of B [34] , and extended by using standard techniques to the whole -algebra B(R Under some assumptions (quite common in reliability theory), every semi-copula links the sf of a capacity to its marginal sfs. 
Theorem 2.4. Let be a capacity on the space (R
Proof. Given an sf F, associated with a capacity , let us consider the function S :
Now, since is a capacity, one derives that:
• for every u ∈ I d such that u j = 1 for every j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, j i,
Thus, S is a semi-copula. The uniqueness of S follows by construction. ç
In some special cases, more can be said about the semi-copula of some capacities, as the following corollary shows.
Corollary 2.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4, we have that:
where ∧ and ∨ are the componentwise maximum and minimum operations among vectors, then the associated semi-copula S is a quasi-copula, i.e., S is a semi-copula that is 1-Lipschitz in each component.
(ii) If F is a psf, then the associated semi-copula S is a copula.
Proof. Part (i) can be proved by using [9, Lemma 5.2] . Part (ii) is the well-known Sklar's Theorem [38] . ç Note that the idea of extending Sklar's theorem to capacities was considered for the first time by Scarsini [37] , who proved a result analogous to Theorem 2.4 under different assumptions.
Given a semi-copula S (respectively, copula) and some marginal sfs .3) is an sf (respectively, psf) that can be used to construct a capacity on (R ) takes a special form when is the product of its projections i (see, e.g., [24] ), i.e., for every
In fact, the following result is easily proved.
Corollary 2.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4, suppose that is the product of its projections i . Then the semi-copula S associated with is given by S(u)
Note that, fixed some capacities 1 [24] . For instance, we can consider Example 2.3 and observe that the semi-copula S associated with the psf F is equal to 2 .
As we will see in the sequel, among various capacities, the so-called distorted probabilities are of special interest for us (see [14, 15] and the references therein). Definition 2.7. Let be a non-empty set and let A be a -algebra in the power set 2 . A capacity : A → I is called distorted probability if there exists a probability measure P on A and an increasing bijection h :
The following interesting relation holds for the semi-copula that can be associated with a distorted probability. Proposition 2.8. Let P be a probability measure on 
is the semi-copula associated with D.
Proof. It is easily shown that, for all (
+ , the sf F h•P associated with h • P is given by
Moreover, the marginal sfs of F h•P F are given, for every i ∈ {1, 2, ... , d}, by h • F i , where F i are the marginal sfs of F. In particular, if they are strictly decreasing and continuous, the semi-copula S associated with
where C is the copula of F. ç
Note that transformations of copulas of type (2.4) have been considered several times in the literature. For the bivariate case, see [23, 8, 20, 29, 1, [32] [33] [34] 16] , and for the multivariate case, see [31] . In the bivariate case, we recall that, if h is convex, then, for every copula C, the function S given by (2.4) is a copula (see, for example, [34] ). In this paper, we refer to such a transformation as distortion of a copula. Remark 2.9. It should be mentioned that all the above statements have been formulated in terms of sfs associated with a capacity. However, analogous results can be obtained for increasing distribution functions associated with a capacity. Here, we prefer the first approach in view of possible more direct use of these results in reliability theory.
Semi-copulas that describe the family of level curves
In this section, we aim to explain why semi-copulas emerge in the analysis of the families of the level curves of a monotone function on R d . In particular we show how the previous relationships among semi-copulas and capacities can be used to give an insight about the so-called bivariate ageing function introduced in [5] .
To this end, just for simplicity, we restrict to the bivariate case. In some studies of notions of ageing (see, for instance, [5, 8, 7] ), it has been considered a pair (X, Y ) of exchangeable, positive random variables (interpreted as lifetimes) with joint psf F and marginal sfs F 1 = F 2 = G, which is continuous and strictly decreasing on [0, +∞[. The class of such joint psfs will be denoted by F, the class of such marginals will be denoted by G. Moreover, we denote by F C the class of all psfs associated with some capacities whose marginal sfs are in G. Note that, the above considerations might also be extended to the d-dimensional case (d 3).
Given F ∈ F C , the family of level curves of F is given by D F = {l } ∈[0,1] , where l = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 + | F(x, y) = }. In the afore-mentioned papers, the family of the level sets of F has been considered a primary object of interest, when introducing bivariate notions of ageing. This approach started with the simple observation that Schur-concavity of F is just a property of D F , independently of the form of the marginal of F [4] . On the other hand, it had been argued that Schur-concavity of F can be interpreted as a property of bivariate ageing. Furthermore, also other properties of F, that can be interpreted as properties of bivariate ageing, actually are properties of D F , independently of the form of the marginals of F [3, 5] .
This argument shows the interest in the study of properties that are in common to all the class of probability distributions that share a same family of level curves D. For this reason the following result has a crucial role for our considerations. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) holds. Note that, for all ∈ I there exist l ∈ D F 1 and just one x ∈ R + such that (x, x) ∈ l . Set = F 2 (x, x) . Consider the function h : I → I, h( ) = in the way just given. Now, we have that: h(0) = 0, because F 1 (x, x) = 0 only when x = +∞ and, in such a case, F 2 (x, x) = 0; h(1) = 1, because F 1 (x, x) = 1 when x = 0 and, in such a case, F 2 (x, x) = 0. Moreover, h is strictly increasing, because, for > , there exist x, x ∈ R + with x < x such that
Finally, the continuity of h follows from the continuity of F 1 and F 2 . Thus, h is a bijection.
Conversely, if (b) holds, then, for all ∈ I,
and, as a consequence,
Note that the previous result has been already presented in a slightly different manner in [7, 33] , but we preferred to reformulate here for completeness. Moreover, it should be also considered that the problem of constructing probability distribution functions sharing the same family of level curves has been also considered, under some additional assumption, in [2] .
In view of Proposition 3.1, the study of the families of the level curves of an sf F can be considered into the more general framework of distorted probabilities and associated sfs.
Let D be a fixed family of level curves for sfs. It is important to notice at this point that any sf F such that D F = D, possesses its own one-dimensional marginal and, corresponding to the latter, its survival semi-copula. How can we represent in a concise way all this class of survival functions?
One possible method amounts to fix a marginal survival function G 0 , and then selecting, as representative of the entire class, just the element admitting G 0 as its marginal. We then consider
and it is immediate to check that the marginals of L coincides with G 0 . In this direction, a good choice for our purposes is G 0 (x) = exp(−x). In fact this kind of survival function may be considered "indifferent" to ageing, in the sense that it has, at the same time, positive and negative ageing [39] . Intuitively, this means that L is the object that allows to express the behaviour of the level sets of a joint sf by reducing it to a function having marginals with no univariate ageing, i.e., by removing the "influence" of the univariate ageing. This can be also expressed by the fact that the properties of the family D L = D F do "correspond" to properties of the survival semi-copula C L (see also Proposition 3.4).
We then definitely put
On the other hand, we can consider the following definition, used in [5, 6, 8, 22, 39] to describe properties of bivariate ageing.
Definition 3.2.
Given F ∈ F, the bivariate ageing function of F is the semi-copula
Concerning L, now, the following result can be easily proved. 
which is the desired assertion. ç
Since Proposition 2.8, we can easily express the semi-copula associated with the sf L of Eq. (3.2) by means of the following result.
Proposition 3.4. The survival semi-copula associated with the sf L of (3.2) is given, for all
Thus, B is just reinterpreted as the survival semi-copula associated with a capacity, obtained as a distortion. It can also be expressed in the following equivalent way:
where C is the survival copula of F. Thus B is obtained by means of a distortion of the survival copula C of F with the bijective transformation G(− log u). As known, B is a continuous semi-copula, but not necessarily a copula. Based on this new point of view, the bivariate ageing function B is then a semi-copula representing all the distorted sfs having the same family of level curves (compare with Proposition 3.3) and the survival semi-copula of one of them (namely L, the one with standard exponential marginals). Thus, B is the natural object for studying the properties of the family of the level curves of an sf. Example 3.5. Let F be a TTE model in F [8] . Then, it is known that the copula C of F is a (strict) Archimedean copula additively generated by a convex and decreasing function : I → [0, +∞] with (1) = 0 and (0) = +∞, i.e., C(u, v) = −1 ( (u) + (v)). Moreover, the related B is a strict triangular norm [28] additively generated by t = • G • (− log), and it is a copula if, and only if, t is convex. Example 3.6. Let F be in F. Suppose that F is a bivariate extreme value survival function. Then, it is known that the copula C of F, called extreme value copula, is given by
where A :
, called dependence function, is a convex function such that, for all t ∈ I max(t, 1−t) A(t) 1. Then the related B is a copula when G(− log u) is concave. In such a case, B belongs to the Archimax family of copulas [10] .
For more examples about the bivariate ageing function and its use in reliability theory, see [5, 8, 7] .
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown some relations among distorted probabilities and semi-copulas and we have applied them to the bivariate ageing function, the semi-copula that allows to describe some notions of ageing for pairs of exchangeable lifetimes.
In our opinion, this link might provide possible cross-fertilization among research areas that have developed independently in the past years, namely fuzzy measures (and fuzzy connectives, especially triangular norms) and reliability theory. We would like just to explain some possible new directions of investigation.
• Bivariate ageing functions are the semi-copulas associated with a distorted probability. Thus, it would be of interest to characterize, by means of some tractable analytical properties, the class of all semi-copulas that are also bivariate ageing functions. Some preliminary results in this direction have been obtained in [1, 33] .
• As we have shown, to each semi-copula we can associate a specific class of capacities, namely those whose sf is representable in the form of Eq. (2.3). It could be therefore of interest to investigate whether some properties of semi-copulas (like, associativity, commutativity, Lipschitzianity, etc.) have some measure-theoretic interpretation in terms of their related capacities.
• Following [8] , dependence concepts for bivariate copulas can be formally extended to the most general class of semicopulas. This fact generates several new functional inequalities on the class of semi-copulas that could be considered and studied independently from their original motivations (see [8, Section 3] ). In particular, it could be important to consider these inequalities in the class of continuous triangular norms (that correspond to the bivariate ageing functions associated with TTE models).
• The use of a semi-copula to describe the family of level curves of a survival function could be easily extended to more general classes of monotone functions on R d . A natural type of application, that comes immediately in mind, is the description of the family of indifference curves for a utility function in the field of Economics. In this respect it is worthwhile mentioning that the interest for the notion of quasi-convexity just came from the analysis of the family of level curves in economic problems (see e.g., [13, 25] ). We can notice that, in the exchangeable case considered here, quasi-convexity implies Schur-convexity and, at least in the study of survival functions, the latter is equivalent to the following condition on the ageing function B: B( u, v) B(u, v) for every ∈ I, 0 v u 1.
This condition has been introduced in [8] and further analysed in [17] under the name of super-migrativity.
We hope that this new perspective on semi-copulas will stimulate further investigations on this quite recent topic.
